Unit 3 Packet Suggested Pacing Guide
Vocabulary
 vocabulary quiz 8/26 on terms- 14 total- average 3 per day 8/17, 8/18, 8/19, 8/ 22 and 2 terms
8/23- study these on 8/25
 vocabulary quiz on 8/31- 7 total- , average 3 per day 8/24, 8/29, 1 and study all people 8/30


Essential Questions
Complete 2 out of 3 questions, suggested pacing:
o

These should be worked on as the content is covered during class.
#1 will be covered in class by 8/26
#2 will be covered in class by 8/30
#3 will be covered in class by 9/1
 I encourage you to use the terms and people in your answers, this will help
you improve in your writing of historical essays.

Document Analysis
 This will be a challenge, the documents of this era are difficult to work with and a dictionary and
annotating the document while not required are suggested. The document will be gone over in
class around the 29th.
Miscellaneous
 Last year this was the most difficult unit of the year- understanding the philosophies and writing
of the Enlightenment are challenging- work hard but if you become frustrated or are strugglingASK for help before it’s too late
 I suggest getting ahead on the vocabulary if you can. The pacing guide is to balance the work, it
will be easier to understand the lessons if there is a foundation of the vocabulary and people first.
This also allows you to use the last week of the unit to do the essential questions instead of the
vocabulary.
 The vocabulary and people can be tough- make a quizlet or flashcards to help you study these, not
knowing these terms and people will make the essential questions very difficult
 It should take about 4 -5 minutes to complete a vocabulary term
 Essential questions should be about 5-8 sentences in length
 If you are spending more than 90 minutes per week on this and falling behind please see me for
assistance.
 DO NOT PROCRASTINATE

